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Interview  Johnny Van Haeften

London would again become the 
centre of the world’s art market 
because everything would come 
here. But the last sales were 
pretty weak. Both auction houses 
would tell you that they can’t get 
Europeans to sell in London.  
It isn’t worth their while.’ 

Beyond the fug of Brexit and 
the global reach of the pandemic, 
there are still strong areas of 
interest in Old Masters, notably 
in the work of 17th-century Dutch 
and Flemish women artists: ‘The 
Met in New York recently bought 
a great Clara Peeters,’ he reports. 
‘Rachel Ruysch is hugely sought 
after and there’s a big exhibition 
of her work in Toledo later this 
year. She is one of the greatest 
flower painters of all time. I have 
just bought a picture by her sister, 
Anna, who also painted flowers. 
Nobody has ever heard of her 
because her work is very rare.’

Listening to Mr Van Haeften 
talk about the jewel-like paintings 
in his viewing room is intoxicating. 
He is so charismatic that your 
own enthusiasm builds and builds. 
He laughs when I ask if he used 
to dial this up or down depending 
on who walked into the gallery. 
‘You can spot an eye, but you can 
never judge a sausage by its skin,’ 
he says. ‘The person who comes 
in and is knowledgeable you know 
to take seriously, but they might 
not have any money—generally, 
they are academics who don’t! 
On the other hand there may be 
a person who has never bought 
a picture before and you have  
to start from scratch. So you 
have to explain how the Dutch 
Golden Age evolved, why these 
pictures are so easy to live with. 
That is really exciting, to build  
a collection for someone. It is all 
about sharing. I am a people per-
son, I love to chat and involve 
them in the kind of pictures I am 
interested in. If they are inter-
ested, too, that is great.’ 
Charlotte Mullins

JOHNNY VAN HAEFTEN, 
Britain’s leading dealer in 
Dutch Old Masters, is burst-

ing with enthusiasm. ‘Here’s the 
Guinness World Record,’ he says, 
pulling a certificate from a packed 
bookshelf. ‘Look, it’s the world’s 
most expensive biscuit!’ He is 
pointing to a thick square sledg-
ing biscuit in a display case, the 
type taken on polar explorations 
100 years ago. It sits beneath an 
ice pick and a battered old sledge, 
all from the 1907–09 Nimrod expe-
dition to Antarctica led by Ernest 
Shackleton. The dealer’s 20-year-
old great uncle, Sir Philip Brockle- 
hurst, was the assistant geologist. 
We are looking at the biscuit in 
Mr Van Haeften’s office, the walls 
lined with polar photographs and 
art books. Across the hall is his 
viewing room, where Dutch and 
Flemish paintings from the Golden 
Age are racked under volumes 
of Maltese stamps and letters, his 
other great collecting passion.

I first met Mr Van Haeften  
a decade ago at TEFAF, still the 
sine qua non of the Old Master 
market. He was charm itself, full 
of self-deprecatory anecdotes and 
humour. It’s easy to understand 
why many collectors who visited 
his Maastricht stand or wandered 
through the doors of his Duke 
Street, SW1, gallery became life-
long friends. Several bought 100- 
plus works from him and their 
collections—the Van Otterloo, 
the Leiden—are now world class.

Mr Van Haeften ran his epony-
mous gallery with his wife, Sarah, 
for 35 years. However, in 2017, 
the freeholder sold the building 
so he converted an annexe at his 
home in Richmond into an office 
and now commutes a few steps 
from the door of his 17th-century 
dower house. Staff keep things 
on track as he entertains clients 
(by appointment only) and tracks 
down new work. ‘People do seem 
to love to come here,’ he says. ‘It 
is much less pressured for them, 

up as an independent dealer, 
opening the Duke Street gallery 
in 1982. Since then, he has drunk 
tea with Nureyev (who bought 
many pictures from him), travelled 
to the Soysambu Conservancy in 
Kenya to discover a lost Brueghel, 
tracked down family portraits by 
his ancestor Nicolas Van Haeften 
(1663–1715) and sold more than 
5,000 paintings by the likes of 
Rembrandt, Rachel Ruysch, Hans 
Bol and the Brueghel family.

Since his move to Richmond, 
Mr Van Haeften has noticed 
major shifts in the market, largely 
brought on by Brexit. ‘Brexit had 
an enormous impact. We were part  
of a huge happy EU brotherhood 
beforehand. Now, we are zero-
rated for VAT, but the buyer has 
to pay VAT when they take a paint-
ing into Belgium or France or 
Germany, so they come back to us 
and want to reduce the price. But 
the biggest problem is the paper-
work. It is absolutely a nightmare.’ 

This increase in bureaucracy 
is a major issue and British art 
fairs are also feeling the heat 
—both Masterpiece and the Art  
& Antiques Fair Olympia have 
been cancelled due to a lack of 
international galleries taking part. 
Auction houses haven’t escaped 
either: ‘There are rumours of both 
Christie’s and Sotheby’s moving 
their headquarters to Paris,’ he 
says. ‘The amount of revenue the 
Govern-ment gets is peanuts—if 
we did away with bureaucracy, 

I don’t mind in the slightest if they 
buy a picture or not. They can 
come for lunch, tea, dinner and 
we can talk about the price of fish 
or the art market in general.’

Footfall in Old Master galleries 
has decreased in recent years. 
New collectors from Russia and 
China prefer to buy contemporary 
art and do so in the public arena 
of the saleroom. ‘The reality is that 
the art world has changed pretty 
radically,’ he notes. ‘It has become 
much more auction orientated. 
The auctioneers have promoted 
the idea of the excitement, the 
theatricality of the auction house. 
Everyone knows the feeling of 
auction fever. We have all been 
subject to it, like the Antarctic 
biscuit! You do get carried away.’ 

His first job, aged 17, was at 
Christie’s. Fresh from chairing 
Eton’s Philatelic Society, he was 
recruited to help set up the auction 
house’s new stamp department. 
During this time, however, he fell 
in love with Dutch Old Masters, 
studying them in the saleroom 
after hours. This led to him setting 

Notes from an old master

On the record
Favourite place 
Winchester 
Favourite building 
National Gallery, London  
(for its content, not its 
architecture)
Book The Bible— 
it has everything

Film A cross between 
Casablanca and Zulu
Music Tchaikovsky or 
Rihanna (or Dua Lipa) 
Food Coronation chicken 
—anywhere, anytime,  
any quantity
Dinner guest My Sarah

The leading art dealer on the state of the market, Brexit and biscuits

 That is really 
exciting, to build 
a collection for 
someone. It is all 
about sharing 

www.johnnyvanhaeften.com
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